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ETI480 Input Differential Amp 
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Figure 1: Detail of ETI480 circuit, showing input differential amp, voltage 

amplifier stage, and associated constant current sources. 
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1. Quick Tour 
 

Q2 and Q3 are the differential amplifier pair.  Q1 is the active element 
of a constant current source, which forms the "tail" of the "long tailed pair", 
another name for this differential amplifier building block.  
 
 The output of the diff. amp. is taken from the collector of Q2 and 
passed to the voltage amplifier stage (VAS), Q5.  The collector load for Q5 is 
another constant current source, for which Q4 is the active element. 
 
 The VAS then feeds the output stage, which isn't shown in Figure 1.   
 
 C1 is the input DC blocking capacitor.  R1 helps hold up the input 
impedance seen by the preamp driving the ETI480, but allowing a low R2 to 
be used to minimise DC at the amplifier output. R2 provides a DC bias path to 
ground for Q2 base.  R3 provides a small degree of separation between 
signal grounds (the input ground for example) and the “0V” reference for the 
rest of the amplifier.  By this means noise due to higher level 0V return path 
currents is kept out of the sensitive front end of the amplifier. 
 
 R4 is the load resistor across which the output of the differential 
amplifier is developed, and then passed to the VAS, at Q5 base.  There’s no 
need for a collector resistor for Q3.  The following explains why. 
 

Q5 is run at a constant 10mA current, which passes c-e through Q5 
and then through its emitter resistor R13.  Since the R13 current is thus also 
constant, the voltage across R13 is also constant, at about 5V.  Adding the 
(relatively) constant 0.6V Vbe of Q5 gives an (almost) constant 5.6V across 
R4. 
 
 With a constant voltage across R4, the current through it is a constant 
5.6V/5K6=1mA.  A characteristic of the diff. amp. is that the e-c currents of Q2 
plus Q3 always sum to the current set by the Q1 constant current source, 
which is (5.6V-0.6V)/2K7 or 1.85mA.  Since the Q2 e-c and R4 current is 
1mA, the Q3 e-c current can only be 1.85-1=0.85mA; there’s simply no need 
for a resistor in the collector circuit of Q3 to control or set any of this, and no 
output signal is needed from Q3’s collector either. 
 

C4, across the diff. amp load resistor R4, increasingly shorts the AC 
output of the diff. amp. with increasing frequency; it’s there to roll off and 
thereby control high frequency performance, as an aid to ensuring high 
frequency stability.  

  
There are a number of other components performing a 

similar function. C7 across c-b of the VAS Q5 provides local negative 
feedback “Miller” style at high frequencies, around Q5. C5 boosts overall NFB 
of high frequencies by increasingly bypassing the feedback path resistor R8 
as signal frequency increases.  Increasing NFB (at high frequencies) means 
decreasing (closed loop) gain; rolling off the frequency response in other 
words. C3, with R9 in series, acts in much the same way.  While these are all 
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“normal” compensation or stability control schemes, it is unusual to see so 
many applied all in the one circuit!  That said, the ETI480 has, it would 
appear, an enormous reserve in this regard (almost certainly at the expense 
of audio quality performance); the ETI480 is enormously tolerant of loads, 
faults, modifications and so forth!  
 

Perhaps the reasons for such extensive means for controlling high 
frequency roll-off include the relatively poor high frequency performance of the 
2N3055/MJ2955 outputs.  Allowing the cutoff frequency of the outputs to 
dominate the overall high frequency performance of the amplifier would lead 
to stability problems. Also the “kit” or home constructor project nature of the 
design inevitably would mean a very cautious design approach, allowing for a 
much wider variation in component parameters than a professional 
manufacturer would normally face. 
 
 C6, RV1, R12, and R11 all are part of the Vbe multiplier bias circuit for 
the output stage and so won’t be considered further here. 
 
 All that’s left really are the components that make up the two constant 
current sources; Q1 and R5, Q4 and R10, with ZD1 and R6 serving both. 
 
2. Relationship to the Whole Circuit 
 

There are, very conventionally, three sub-circuits in this amplifier, 
connected one after the other.  First is the differential amplifier, Q2 and Q3. In 
this type of amplifier topology the differential amplifier functions as what is 
called a transconductance amplifier.  That means that it has a voltage signal 
input (to the base of Q2) but the output is taken as current drive, to the next 
stage. Output/input is I/V which is conductance, so it's a transconductance 
amplifier.  This is quite important to know when circuit tracing, for example.  
You won't see voltage swings at the collector of Q2 with a CRO! 
 
 The second of the three sub-circuits is the VAS, which provides most of 
the voltage gain for the whole amplifier.  It's a transimpedance amplifier; 
current drive in, (from the diff. amp.) and voltage out.  Output/input is V/I 
which is impedance, so it's a transimpedance amplifier. It's the opposite and 
complimentary function to the earlier diff. amp. in this regard. With a CRO 
you'll see almost the full voltage swing of the complete amplifier appearing at 
the collector of Q5. 
 
 The third sub-circuit is the output stage, and usually all that does is 
provide current gain.  Of course, since the VAS has already provided voltage 
gain, compounding that with current gain now as well means that the result is 
substantial power gain overall.  The actual output stage of the ETI480 is a 
little unusual in that the topology used also provides a very small amount of 
voltage gain too, but while focusing on the input it's acceptable to ignore that. 
 
3. Function of the Diff. Amp. 
 

The differential amplifier isn't the only possible circuit to use at the  
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input.  But its advantages are so clear and immediate that it's used almost 
universally. It has high gain, good "CMRR" and good stability.   
 

Q2 and Q3 amplify the difference voltage between their respective 
bases.  Ignoring feedback coming from the output via R8 for the moment, and 
low value resistor R7, C2 AC grounds Q3 base.  The audio signal is input via 
C1 and R1 to Q2 base, and is referenced to ground.  So the diff. amp. 
amplifies only the difference between input (+) and ground, which is to say the 
input signal.  What it doesn't amplify is any signal appearing on both input (+) 
and ground.  Such signals appearing on both lines are called common mode 
signals, and are the result of noise picked up, for example, in long signal 
cables.  So a diff. amp. is said to have a high CMRR or common mode 
rejection ratio.  That's the first clear advantage of the diff. amp.  It's 
substantially further enhanced, as a matter of interest, by adding a constant 
current source for the "tail", as in the ETI480. 
 
 The next important advantage is that the Q2, Q3 pair provides good 
stability when they get warmer or cooler.  Provided they're matched devices 
and thermally coupled (some designs where this is especially critical see 
these two placed and held in physical contact to ensure this), changes in 
temperature in the diff. amp. devices won't affect the circuit's bias conditions 
or performance very much.  It's the diff. amp's obvious symmetry which 
achieves this.  The temperature change causes both b-e voltages to change 
by the same amount, which is a common mode change therefore, with 
correspondingly very low gain. 
 
 There are other advantages of the diff. amp. circuit too, some of which 
aren't used in the ETI480 design.  For example, output signals at Q2 and Q3 
collectors are equal amplitude (assuming they had the same collector load 
circuits) but opposite in phase.  So the diff. amp. can be used as a phase 
splitter. Another example might be the improved high frequency performance 
that could be obtained by taking the diff. amp. output from Q3 collector rather 
than that of Q2, eliminating the capability of Miller capacitance (between Q2's 
collector and base) to produce high frequency limiting NFB. 
 
4. Constant Current Sources 
 

R6 establishes a 10mA current through ZD1.  This current is much 
greater than the Ib's for Q1 and Q4, which also come via ZD1. So these base 
currents don’t practically affect the voltage ZD1 sets at Q1 b and Q4 b, this 
being a nominal 40V-5.6V= 34.4V.  Allowing 0.6V b-e drops for Q1 and Q4 
means that Q1 e and Q4 e are both fixed at 34.4V+0.6V= 35V.  Therefore the 
voltage dropped across R5 and R10 is constant at 40V-35V= 5V.  So then the  
currents through R5 and R10 must be constant. The R5 constant current is 
5V/2k7= 1.85mA, and the R10 constant current is 5V/470Ω = 10.5mA. 
 
 The R10 current flows from the (+) supply through R10, Q4 e-c, the 
Vbe multiplier circuit, Q5 c-e and R13, to the (-) supply. 
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 The R5 current flows from the (+) supply through R5, Q1 e-c, and then 
is split between the diff. amp. pair Q2 and Q3.  As discussed earlier, the effect 
of the constant current through R13 and the b-e drop of Q5 is to fix the R4 
and hence the Q2 e-c current, at 1mA, leaving 0.85mA as the Q3 e-c current.  
 
 Note especially that the current through the diff. amp. and the current 
through the VAS are made independent of anything to do with  Q2, Q3 and 
Q5, independent of the drive signal, and independent of  everything save the 
constant current circuit values themselves. Typically, transistor gain varies 
tremendously with c-e current.  By keeping c-e current relatively constant, this 
problem is significantly overcome. 
 
 Note also though that while “current through the diff. amp. is constant” 
as indicated earlier, this means the sum of the Q2, Q3 currents is constant, 
not  the individual e-c currents.  

 
For best performance of a diff. amp. it is highly desirable that the Q2 

and Q3 e-c currents be much more equal than "1mA" and "0.85mA".  From 
the above it can be seen that this requires the value of R5 to be exactly half 
that of R4.  This isn’t practical with single preferred value standard range 
resistors. It might be feasible therefore to remove the original 2K7 value for 
R5 and replace it with two 5K6 resistors in parallel – say one in the original 
component holes and one then mounted neatly in parallel with it, under the 
PCB. 

 
The purpose of the constant current sources is to linearise the input 

diff. amp. and the VAS, by avoiding the change in transistor parameters 
inherent with changing c-e current.  The constant current sources do this by 
effectively appearing as very very high resistors operating off very very high 
(+) supplies. 

 
Imagine a 1KV (+) supply feeding Q2 and Q3 emitters via a 0.5MΩ 

resistor, instead of R5 and Q1. The 1kV and 0.5MΩ would set up a similar 
2mA current as R5 and Q1; 1KV/0.5MΩ= 2mA, close enough to the 1.85mA in 
the ETI480.  With this set up the diff. amp. circuit bias voltages could vary 
anywhere within the 40V (+) and (-) rails even and the 2mA current would vary 
only 0.08mA(2mA –1040/0.5M)!  And of course any practical or typical 
variation in the Q2, Q3 operating condition is more than an order of magnitude 
less than this anyway!  
 
5. Operation of the Diff. Amp. 
 

As discussed earlier, the sum of the Q2, Q3 currents is constant, not  
the individual e-c currents.  This means that as the audio signal presented at  
Q2 b causes Q2 e-c current to increase, for example, the Q3 e-c current 
correspondingly decreases.  The reverse is also true. So Q2 and Q3 
operation is equal and opposite, with their e-c currents always summing to 
that set by the constant current "tail". 
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 Since this is the case, any input applied to Q3 b will be acted upon in 
the opposite fashion to the audio signal input at Q2 b.  And indeed, this (Q3 b) 
is the NFB input point.  AC wise, C2 is considered a perfect capacitor, and 
hence a perfect s/c, when considering the NFB theoretical arrangement.  So 
the amount of NFB is the output voltage times the “feedback factor” ~ the ratio 
set by the R8, R7 voltage divider; R7/(R7+R8).   
 

From “Op Amp” theory, the inverse of this ratio is the closed loop (i.e. 
with NFB applied) gain of the whole amplifier.  So in the ETI480 the overall 
gain is (10K+220Ω)/220Ω= 46.5, which is 33dB.  In theory at least, 50W into 
8Ω means an output voltage of √(50x8)= 20Vrms.  So this will require an input 
signal of about 20/46.5= 430mV; about half a volt when the voltage divider 
effect of R1 is allowed for.  This is the nominal “sensitivity” of the amplifier. 

 
The gain of the ETI480 is supposed to be altered for the 50W and 

100W versions.  This is done by changing R8 from 10KΩ in the 50W version 
(giving a theoretical gain of 46.5, 33dB, as calculated above), to 4K7Ω in the 
100W/4Ω version.  This gives a reduced gain of 22.4 (27dB) and nominal 
sensitivity of about 1V for full output (again allowing for R1).   

 
Good practice would perhaps have been to change R2 to the lower 

value (4K7Ω) at the same time, to preserve the symmetry of the diff. amp. and 
avoid worsening output DC offset (discussed in detail below), accepting the 
reduced overall amplifier input impedance that would follow also. Better 
practice still would be to perhaps not reduce R8 (and R2 correspondingly) 
quite so far; 8K2 or even 6K8 appears more sensible. 

 
Exactly why this gain change was needed in the design, and especially 

such a substantial one, isn’t entirely apparent. Practical output powers for the 
ETI480, from experience, are 60W into 8Ω, 90W into 4Ω, rather than the 
nominal 50W and 100W. For equal sensitivities of say about 500mV for full 
output power, a reduction of R8 to 8K2Ωrather than 4K7Ω in the 100W 
version seems easier to justify.  Perhaps the designer felt that if 0.5V were 
needed for 50W output then twice the drive, 1V, should be required to 
produce twice the output power. 

 
 Looking again at the NFB application to Q3 b, consider now the effect 
as far as DC is concerned. DC wise, C2 is an open circuit.  So R7 doesn’t 
“count”.  DC wise, there’s only R8, and the “other” end of that is connected 
directly to the amplifier output.  This is called “100% NFB”.  At DC, 100% of 
the output is fed back to the input.  This causes the diff. amp. to hold the DC 
level of the amplifier output at, or very close to, zero volts DC.  The 
“reference” point is actually that DC voltage seen at Q2 b.  If the DC level of 
the speaker output is, say, higher than this, then so to will go Q3 b.   If the Q3 
b voltage is thus increased, Q3 will tend to conduct e-c less ~ the increase in 
base voltage is tending to decrease the Q3 Vbe. 
 
 The decrease in Q3 conduction means an increase in Q2 conduction.  
This means an increase in drive to Q5, which will turn on slightly harder. Q5’s 
c DC voltage will therefore fall slightly.  After the Q5 VAS there’s only the 
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current amplifying output stage ~ no further changes in voltage change 
polarity there.  So the output DC voltage falls, like Q5 c.  This is the reverse of 
the original change followed in this example ~ i.e. the output DC is brought 
back to wherever it was before the supposed change occured. 
 
 This 100% DC NFB mechanism ensures that Q2 b, Q3 b, and the 
speaker output are always at the same DC voltage.  Of the three, only one of 
these is “fixed”; the DC voltage at Q2 b.  This is the voltage produced by the 
DC current through R2, all of which is base bias current from Q2 b.  This is Q2 
e-c current divided by the gain of the transistor.  For example, allow a gain of 
100 for Q2.  The base current of Q2 is thus 1mA/100= 10µA, and the R2 
voltage drop 10µA x 10KΩ = 100mV.   
 

Such a value could be considered quite a substantial "offset", in 
practical real terms!  As a general design principle minimising this DC offset 
applied to the speaker is always desirable, to avoid reduced speaker 
performance. Minimising this DC offset leads to several design 
considerations.   

 
Firstly, it is important that the symmetry of the diff. amp. pair is 

maintained, for a start. Q2 and Q3 need to be not only the same type of 
transistor (the same batch would be better!). Vbe and gain matching of the 
two devices is highly desirable, and thermal coupling between the two is 
better still. In addition the values of R8 and R2 should be kept the same. 
 
 Thirdly, high gain for Q2 is better; Ib being minimised that way. And 
next a low value of R2 then minimises the voltage drop produced by that Ib. 
But the value of R2 is a compromise; reducing it has the adverse effect of 
lowering the input impedance of the whole amplifier, necessitating higher 
current drive from the preceding preamp.  That said, the 10KΩ value seen 
here in the ETI480 is a moderately high value ~ values down to about 4K7Ω 
being typical. 
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